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Airborne remote sensing products 

                              

Optimare in Germany utilizes the M302 ARINC-429 controller of AcQ Inducom in airborne 
remote sensing products such as Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR), Laser Fluor sensor 
(IALFS), Sensor Network, Microwave Radiometre (MRW), Infrared/ Ultraviolet-Scanner 
(IR/UV) and Optimized Forward Looking Infrared Camera (OptFLIR). The M302 that Optimare 
uses is part of a navigation sensor, which is used to track all kinds of navigational data 
including ARINC data. The whole sensor is placed in a 19"-industrial rack, which is mounted 
into the research airplane. 
 
 
 

Air Traffic Control 

                                  

Park Air Systems in Norway provides Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) 
solutions for the world's airspace and is specialised in providing leading-edge systems to both 
aviation and other transport applications. Today Park Air Systems dedicates itself completely 
to designing, manufacturing and installing ground-based systems for use in air traffic control 
and air defence applications. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Northrop 
Grumman Corporation. 
Park Air Systems uses the M363 Ethernet Module of AcQ Inducom for data server interfacing. 
Used in Air Traffic Control voice switches. 
 
 
 
 
 



PowerNECS 

                                    

For Stock Flight Systems in Germany, AcQ Inducom developed a MPC555 based 
microcontroller board as part of the PowerNecs concept (Network Extended Control System 
with PowerPC technology). The PowerNecs is a modular system, ideal for object-oriented 
Controller Area Network applications (CANbus) in aviation and space travel. AcQ InduCom is 
the largest supplier of M-modules in NECS applications by Stock Flight Systems. The NECS 
is a robust modular computer system. Up to two hundred NECS units are able to 
communicate with each other (or with workstations, PCs or VME boards) by means of the 
CANbus. 
NECS are applied in prestigious projects. An example is the Boeing 747-SP that has been 
equipped with a telescope of 2.5 metres in diameter enabling observations from a height of 
2.5 kilometres that are not even possible for the largest telescopes on earth. 
 
 
 

Sunrise project 

                                 

As a strategic partner of Stock Flight Systems in Germany, AcQ Inducom is involved in a 
brand new research project, called 'Sunrise'. The Sunrise telescope will measure the three 
dimensional magnetic vector of the solar atmosphere and precedes other DLR/NASA solar 
space missions planned for 2011. Sunrise will fly in 10-15 day missions, hanging under a 
stratospheric balloon and circling Antarctica at an altitude of 35-40 km. The mission critical 
MT Electronics of Sunrise is based on the Network Extended Control System (NECS) of 
Stock Flight Systems which uses a selection of our M-modules for all input/output functions 
and controls the secondary, tertiary and quaternary of the telescope, all temperature sensors 
and the aperture. 


